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Abstract
This article reports a twofold experience. On the one hand, we show that some con-
cepts related to xml can be used to deﬁne a language for formatting a bibliography
section put at the end of a printed work. On the second hand, we show that this
new language can be used jointly with the bibliography style language of BibTEX
in the new version of MlBibTEX. This should ease the transition between the “old”
bibliography style language and the “new” one.
Key words: Bibliographies, bibliography styles, BibTEX,
MlBibTEX, xml processing.
0 Introduction
It is well-known that using old programs—sometimes called “legacy systems”
w.r.t. Reengineering’s terminology [19]—cause much inertia, especially when
users already own a huge number of data ﬁles suitable for these old programs.
This is the case about BibTEX [21], the bibliography program associated with
the LATEX word processor [18]. Let us recall that BibTEX uses bibliography
files containing entries, e.g.:
@BOOK{herbert-anderson2001,
AUTHOR = {Herbert, Brian and Anderson, Kevin J.},
TITLE = {{Dune:} {House} {Corrino}},
PUBLISHER = {Bantam books},
YEAR = 2001,
MONTH = oct}
and generates a ﬁle containing items cited throughout a printed work. When
LATEX runs again, this generated ﬁle is processed as part of the whole docu-
ment, and references will look like:
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[1] Herbert, B. and K. J. Anderson, “Dune: House Corrino,” Bantam books,
2001.
Here we use the bibliography style of the ENTCS 2 journal 3 , that is, ref-
erences are labelled with numbers, and the initials of the ﬁrst author’s ﬁrst
name are put after his/her last name, whereas such initials precede the other
authors’ last names. Users can choose other bibliography styles (.bst ﬁles),
given as part of BibTEX’s environment [5, § 13.2]. The language associated
with these bibliography styles is based on using a stack as described in [20].
On the one hand, LATEX has been considerably improved with its LATEX2ε
version [18]—use of packages that increase LATEX’s expressive power by ad-
ditional functions [5], especially to deal with non-English languages [2]—and
this work is still in progress with the LATEX 3 project [5, Preface]. On the
other hand, BibTEX has reached some limitations due to its conception [1].
Nevertheless, BibTEX is still widely used because there is a huge number of
entries that LATEX’s users can cite in their articles.
In October 2000, we started a new implementation of BibTEX, so-called
MlBibTEX for “Multilingual BibTEX” because it provides multilingual features.
MlBibTEX’s ﬁrst version has been technically described in [8], and the reasons
of the basic choices of the ﬁrst version—enriching BibTEX’s syntax to express
multilingual features—have been explained in [9].
In this paper, we do not explore the multilingual features of MlBibTEX; we
just explain that if we want to build an “actual” multilingual version of BibTEX,
the bst language of bibliography styles should be extended and reﬁned: we do
that in Section 1. But is it really a good idea to extend this language? It has
an old syntax, it is not user-friendly, variables it uses are global only, . . .
In addition, bibliography ﬁles containing entries can be viewed as stuctured
documents, as xml 4 [30] allows us to deﬁne such. Likewise, the operations
performed by the bst language are close to transformations and formatting
operations allowed by the languages xslt 5 [29] and xsl-fo 6 [31]. So we
decided to deﬁne a new bibliography style language close to xslt, as we show
in Section 2. We shortly describe this new language, and in Section 3, we show
how these two languages can be used jointly. This coexistence aims to ease the
transition between the “old” bibliography style language and the “new” one.
In Section 4, we discuss our choices and compare them with other projects for
a “new” BibTEX.
Readers are assumed to be quite familiar with xml, XPath and xslt,
although this article requires only basic knowledge about them, that is, the
notions shown in [4]. Interested readers can consult more specialised references
2 Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science.
3 This style entcs.bst is available at the Web page http://math.tulane.edu/~entcs/.
4 eXtensible Markup Language.
5 eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations.
6 eXtensible Stylesheet Language—Formatting Objects.
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FUNCTION {format.date}
{ year empty$
{ month empty$
{ "" }
{ "there’s a month but no year in " cite$ * warning$
month
}
if$
}
{ month empty$
’year
{ month " " * year * }
if$
}
if$
}
(The “*” operator denotes the concatenation of strings within the bst language.)
Figure 1. Formatting dates in the .bst language.
[23,26] or the oﬃcial documents of the w3c 7 [29,28,30]. Concerning the bst
language, some basic notions related to it are brieﬂy recalled at the beginning
of next section.
1 Why we should replace the ‘old’ language
As mentioned in the introduction, the language used for the bibliography styles
used by BibTEX is based on handling a stack and its syntax is postﬁxed. For
example, the “if$” operator is written:
I F1 F2 if$
and this operator pops F2, F1, I: if I > 0, it executes F1, else it executes F2.
An example of this modus operandi is given in Figure 1: the function that
pushes a date. This function pushes either a month name followed by a year,
or a month name only, or a year only, depending on what is put in the ﬁelds
of the entry we are processing 8 . A more complicated example is given in
Figure 2: the loop that formats a list of authors or editors. Of course, more
details about this bst language can be found in [20].
It is obvious to see that programming in this language is quite easy when
small changes have to be made to an existing bibliography style, but putting
the whole of a bibliography style into action is tedious.
Besides, let us consider again the function given in Figure 1 and recall
that the abbreviations “jan”, “feb”, . . . used in the MONTH ﬁelds of a BibTEX
7 World Wide Web Consortium.
8 Let us notice that within the bibliography style entcs.bst, used for this article, the month
name is never printed. But many other bibliography styles put dates as Figure 1 does.
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FUNCTION {format.names}
{ ’s :=
#1 ’nameptr := % Index of the next name to be put.
s num.names$ ’numnames := % Number of names.
numnames ’namesleft := % Number of names not processed yet.
{ namesleft #0 > }
{ nameptr #1 >
{ s nameptr "f. vv ll, jj" format.name$ }
{ s nameptr "vv ll, f., jj" format.name$ }
if$
’t :=
nameptr #1 >
{ namesleft #1 >
{ ", " * t * }
{ t "others" =
{ " " * bbl.etal * }
{ bbl.and space.word * t * }
if$
}
if$
}
’t
if$
nameptr #1 + ’nameptr :=
namesleft #1 - ’namesleft :=
}
while$
}
(The “#...” notation is for constant numbers.)
Figure 2. Formatting names in the .bst language.
entry can be translated in other languages. The dates put by means of the
format.date function look like:
September 2002 septembre 2002
which is suitable for English and French, but not for the Hungarian language
where the year is to be put before the month name 9 :
2002 szeptember
The solution to such a problem is easy to imagine: since the language of a
reference is available when we format this reference with MlBibTEX, we could
add a test about the language used when we are building a reference. But
9 In fact, we wrongly put a date in Hungarian in the printed preliminary version of [9]
(cf. [9, § 1.3]). I thank Gyöngyi Bujdosó, Peter Szabó and Ferenc Wettl, who signalled me
this mistake and the correct way to put a date in Hungarian. It has been ﬁxed in the on-line
version of [9].
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<!-- Possible entry types. -->
<!ELEMENT book ((author | editor),title,publisher,year,month?,
(volume | number)?,series?,address?,edition?,...)>
<!ATTLIST book "id" #REQUIRED
...>
...
<!-- Person and organisation names. -->
<!ELEMENT author (name,(and,name)*,and-others?,(with,name)*,
with-others?)>
<!ELEMENT editor (name,(and,name)*,(with,name)*)>
<!ELEMENT name (personname | othername)>
<!ELEMENT personname (first?,von?,last,junior?)>
<!ELEMENT first (#PCDATA)> <!-- “Parsed Character Data.” -->
<!ELEMENT von (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT last (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT junior EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT and EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT with EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT and-others EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT with-others EMPTY>
<!-- The and tag is placed before a co-author, whereas the with tag introduces
a collaborator: this distinction originates from DocBook [34, p. 166] and
has been introduced in MlBibTEX’S Version 1.2 [11]. “othername” is put
for names that are not person names, for example, organisation names.
-->
Figure 3. A possible dtd for bibliographical entries (excerpts).
let us recall that the bst language is not modular: several bibliography styles
cannot share the deﬁnition of a function put in one ﬁle. So we would have
to duplicate the adaptation of the format.date function in each bibliography
style ﬁle! To cope with this problem, we could add an “INCLUDE” directive
that would allow additional deﬁnitions to be imported 10 . But due to the
multilingual features of MlBibTEX, many additional tests about the language
of a reference have to be performed. Besides, if we extend the bst language,
we will make it more complicated and programming with it will become more
diﬃcult.
2 Overview of the nbst language:
From our viewpoint, the best solution is to use a language based on pattern-
matching: that is the case of xslt, used to produce documents from an xml
10 In fact, “INCLUDE” was added to the bst language in MlBibTEX’s Version 1.2 [11].
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<book id="herbert-anderson2001">
<author>
<name>
<personname><first>Brian</first><last>Herbert</last><personname>
</name>
<and/>
<name>
<personname>
<first>Kevin J.</first><last>Anderson</last>
</personname>
</name>
</author>
<title>
<asitis>Dune:</asitis> <asitis>House</asitis>
<asitis>Corrino</asitis>
<!-- The asitis element is used for words that should never be
uncapitalised, that is, proper names. In BibTEX, we specify such
behaviour by surrounding words by additional braces.
-->
</title>
<publisher>Bantam books</publisher>
<year>2001</year>
<month><oct/></month>
</book>
Figure 4. Example of bibliographical entry conformant to our dtd.
input written according to a dtd 11 . In fact, since a bibliographical entry can
be viewed as a structured document, we can consider that it follows the dtd
we give in Figure 3. Since xml is becoming a standard for modelling such
applications, we think that this choice—already sketched in [10]—is good.
Besides, there is much work presently about interconnecting LATEX and xml
[6], so this choice seems to us to be judicious.
According to this choice, the entry given in the introduction is equivalent to
the xml entry given in Figure 4. This example shows that our dtd is strongly
inﬂuenced by BibTEX
12 : the tags first, von, last and junior (cf. Figure 3)
are derived from the four parts of a person name BibTEX considers [21].
So we can use the XPath language [28] to denote the subsets of a tree rep-
resenting a bibliographical entry. As an example, Figures 5 and 6 show how
names can be formatted in our new bst language, according to a syntax and an
approach close to xslt. Our tags are analogous to xslt’s, but our names are
preﬁxed by “nbst” (for “new bst”) instead of “xsl” since we process an entry
11 Document Type Deﬁnition.
12There are several dtds whose elements and attributes are based on BibTEX’s approach:
[6, § B.4.4], [7], [22]. Another approach for bibliographical references is given by the dtd
of DocBook [34].
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<nbst:template match="author">
<nbst:apply-templates/><nbst:text>, </nbst:text>
</nbst:template>
<nbst:template match="name">
<nbst:apply-templates>
<nbst:with-param name="the-position" select="position()"/>
</nbst:apply-templates>
</nbst:template>
<nbst:template match="personname">
<nbst:param name="the-position"/>
<nbst:choose>
<nbst:when test="$the-position=1">
<nbst:if test="von">
<nbst:value-of select="von"/><nbst:text>~</nbst:text>
<!-- “~” is for an unbreakable space in LATEX [18, § 2.2]. -->
</nbst:if>
<nbst:value-of select= "last"/>
<nbst:if test="first">
<nbst:text>, </nbst:text>
<nbst:value-of select="abbreviate(first)"/>
</nbst:if>
</nbst:when>
<nbst:otherwise>
<nbst:if test="first">
<nbst:value-of select="abbreviate(first)"/>
<nbst:text> </nbst:text>
</nbst:if>
<nbst:if test="von">
<nbst:value-of select="von"/><nbst:text> </nbst:text>
</nbst:if>
<nbst:value-of select="last"/>
</nbst:otherwise>
</nbst:choose>
<nbst:if test="junior"><nbst:text>, Junior</nbst:text></nbst:if>
</nbst:template>
Figure 5. Formatting names with the nbst language.
written according to BibTEX’s syntax
13 . For example, the nbst:template
and nbst:apply-templates elements allow us to deﬁne template rules and
to process the children of a node recursively, like the xsl:template and
xsl:apply-templates elements in xslt. As another example, the nbst:text
element copies its body verbatim onto the output, like the xsl:text element in
xslt. By replacing all the occurrences of “nbst” by “xsl”, we obtain a trans-
13 In fact, a bibliographical entry of MlBibTEX’s Version 1.3 is exactly implemented by a
tree according to the dtd sketched in Figure 3.
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<nbst:template match="and">
<nbst:choose>
<nbst:when
test="following-sibling::and or following-sibling::and-others">
<nbst:text>, </nbst:text>
</nbst:when>
<nbst:otherwise>
<nbst:text> </nbst:text><nbst:value-of select="$bbl.and"/>
<nbst:text> </nbst:text>
</nbst:otherwise>
</nbst:choose>
</nbst:template>
<nbst:template match="and-others">
<nbst:text> </nbst:text><nbst:value-of select="$bbl.etal"/>
</nbst:template>
Figure 6. Formatting names with the nbst language (Figure 5 continued).
formation program that would be able to process entries speciﬁed according
to the dtd given in Figure 3.
Let us go thoroughly into the program given in Figures 5 and 6: the ﬁrst
template rule allows us to deal with an AUTHOR ﬁeld. Within the transforma-
tion associated with a person name (matched by the personname expression),
we can see that there are two ways to process a person name, regarding its
position. In fact, the transformations are those given in Figure 2 using the
bst language. We can also see that the expressions selecting parts of BibTEX
ﬁelds—by means of the match and select attributes—are very close to XPath
expressions. For example, we put the “and” word only before the last person
name—otherwise, co-authors’ names are separated by commas—: this is per-
formed by means of a test about the following siblings of an “and” node (see
our dtd at Figure 3). You can notice the use of a position function anal-
ogous to the namesake function in XPath. On the contrary, the abbreviate
function is speciﬁc to the nbst language. This language uses variables—e.g.,
bbl.and, bbl.etal—like xslt. Likewise, parameters can be used to trans-
mit additional information from a template rule to another: for example, the
the-position parameter used by the template rule matching a person name.
A complete description of the nbst language can be found in [14].
3 Mixing bst and nbst languages
If we abruptly replace the “old” bst language by the “new” one in MlBibTEX’s
next version, that would cause a compatibility problem with previous versions.
This problem will not happen for predeﬁned bibliography styles, since they
will be completely rewritten, but for bibliography styles developed by end-
users. So this next version should be able to process the bibliography styles
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written in these two languages. Of course, if bibliography styles previously
developed are processed, users will not take advantage of the new multilingual
features of MlBibTEX, described in [9] and enlarged in Version 1.3 [14].
We think that most often, end-users have developed new bibliography
styles only by small changes from an existing style 14 . So if developers do
not want to rewrite their styles, they should be able to focus on the changed
functions and use them with other functions written in the new language.
Since the types used by these languages (booleans, numbers, strings) are
simple, there is no compatibility problem between types as that is the case
for the interface between C and Ada [25, § B.3], for example. Here are the
requirements for this interface and our solutions.
• In the new language, we should be able to push a value, so that a function
written in the old language could pop it. This is done by the statement
nbst:accumulate, as shown in Figure 5. This nbst:accumulate element
can push values of single types, but no node sets, that is, parts of an
xml tree, w.r.t. XPath’s terminology. Pushing several single values onto
BibTEX’s stack can be done by a sequence of:
<nbst:accumulate> ...</nbst:accumulate>
statements. On the other hand, several nbst:accumulate tags cannot be
nested.
• In the new language, we should be able to pop a value that has been pushed
by a function written in the old language. That is done by the state-
ment nbst:param close to the xsl:param element. Like the xsl:param
element of xslt, it can be used to get additional information when a tem-
plate rule is called by its name or selected because it matches the current
node. When such parameter has not been given a value by means of the
nbst:with-param element, it means that the value is to be popped from
the top of the stack used by the old language 15 . The order of several
nbst:param elements is relevant, because this is the order used to pop val-
ues from BibTEX’s stack.
• The built-in functions of the bst language have been rewritten in nbst ac-
cording to these conventions. For example:
<nbst:template name="format.name$">
<nbst:param name="S1"/> <!-- All the names. -->
<nbst:param name="I"/> <!-- Format the I-th name. -->
<nbst:param name="S2"/> <!-- Name specifications. -->
<nbst:accumulate>
14As mentioned in the introduction, this point makes the bst language not too diﬃcult to
handle in most cases.
15As a consequence, if you would like to pass an empty value for a parameter, you have
to use the nbst:with-param element with an empty content, or make sure that BibTEX’s
stack is empty.
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<nbst:template name="format.date">
<nbst:choose>
<nbst:when test="year">
<nbst:choose>
<nbst:when test="month">
<nbst:accumulate>
<nbst:value-of select="month"/><nbst:text> </nbst:text>
<nbst:value-of select="year"/>
</nbst:accumulate>
</nbst:when>
<nbst:otherwise>
<nbst:accumulate>
<nbst:value-of select="year"/>
</nbst:accumulate>
</nbst:otherwise>
</nbst:choose>
</nbst:when>
<nbst:otherwise>
<nbst:if test="month">
<nbst:warning>
There’s a month but no year in <nbst:value-of select="@id"/>
</nbst:warning>
<nbst:accumulate>
<nbst:value-of select="month"/>
</nbst:accumulate>
</nbst:if>
</nbst:otherwise>
</nbst:choose>
</nbst:template>
Figure 7. Formatting dates with the nbst language.
...
</nbst:accumulate>
</nbst:template>
In [12], we give a table that makes precise the correspondence between
“old” built-in functions of BibTEX and “new” elements provided by the bnst
language.
Since the old and new languages share the same namespace, there is no
name conﬂicts. As an example, Figure 5 gives the exact translation of the
format.date function given in Figure 1, that is, the result is pushed onto
the stack used by BibTEX. Let us assume that this pushed value is used by
a BibTEX function, so-called F, that writes it onto the output of BibTEX, in
this program in the bst language:
format.date F (1)
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The F function can be speciﬁed:
• in the bst language:
FUNCTION {F}
{ write$ }
• in the nbst language:
<nbst:template name="F">
<nbst:param name="date"/>
<nbst:value-of select="$date"/>
</nbst:template>
Of course, rewriting the function formatting dates according to an “actual”
xslt approach—that is, without using nbst:accumulate elements—is prefer-
able.
4 Discussion
Roughly speaking, there are two kinds of works that aim to replace the bst
language used by BibTEX. Some projects are based on the use of another
programming language: Common Lisp [24] for [17], Java for [16]. Let us
remark that these new BibTEXs are not multilingual. Other projects [7,22]
are based on converters of BibTEX data bases into xml ﬁles according to a
dtd. The use of xslt allows additional operations including:
• the reverse conversion of xml ﬁles containing bibliographical entries into
BibTEX data bases, so users can still use “traditional” BibTEX to generate
a bibliography section suitable for LATEX,
• the direct generation of references for LATEX (.bbl ﬁles) or xml bibliographies
w.r.t. the dtd of DocBook [34].
One point of our project is not only the replacement of the bst language
by a more user-friendly one, but also a graceful way to do that: we think that
this objective is reached. This nbst language eases the writing of bibliography
styles for LATEX and should be able to build bibliographies for other word
processors: we plan to use it for bibliography sections usable by Texinfo [3] or
DocBook documents [34].
In fact, we tried to use xslt directly to write bibliography styles suitable
for LATEX, these styles being based on the dtd sketched in Figure 3. But some
operations are diﬃcult in XPath: for example, abbreviating a ﬁrst name, or
implementing the change.case$ function of BibTEX, that converts a string
to lowercase characters only or uppercase characters only. These problems
are pointed out within the oﬃcial documents of the version 1.0 of XPath [28]
and should be eased in the version 2.0 (cf. [23, Ch. 6] and [33]). Deﬁning our
own language allowed us to put additional functions into action: for example,
the abbreviate function used in Figure 5. Likewise, dealing with BibTEX’s
syntax for data bases allowed us to ignore the problems caused by text nodes
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with whitespace characters [29, § 3.4]: such nodes do not exist in our imple-
mentation.
We consider that our version is transitional. Maybe the use of xml will
increase, probably future versions of XPath and xslt will provide more ex-
pressive power: in such a case, the experience of our version could be reused
and future versions of BibTEX could take advantage of it. Likewise, this ver-
sion will allow us to study the problems speciﬁc to some languages of Unicode
[27]. We confess that we have focused on European languages especially [13],
but we plan to be able to deal with most encodings used within Unicode.
5 Conclusion
After MlBibTEX’s ﬁrst version [9], Version 1.2 [11] allowed us to improve the
syntax and the formatting of person and organisation names. We ﬁxed some
mistakes of Version 1.1, too. But ﬁxing some—and not all the mistakes—
showed that we were not able to go on with MlBibTEX without a deep change
of the bibliography style language. Using xml as we do in [10] allowed to
make our ideas clearer, and we went on with this direction by reaching a
quasi-uniﬁcation between xslt—what we would use if the bibliography were
developed using a dtd with xml conventions—and the bibliography style
language. To us, our new language seems to be:
• close enough to xslt, so that a programmer familiar with xslt can learn
and use nbst,
• quite diﬀerent from xslt—for example, the xsl:param and nbst:param
elements do not behave exactly the same—so that we have chosen a new
preﬁx for our elements. In addition, diﬀerences between xslt and nbst make
the nbst language easier to use for our purpose.
Concerning the interface between the bst and nbst languages, provided
by the nbst:accumulate and nbst:param elements, we tried to respect the
“philosophy” of these two languages. As mentioned in Section 4, this interface
just aims to ease a transitional period. It has not been put for sake of eﬃciency
or expressive power. Such reasons are suitable for the interfaces between Ada
and C, or between Java and C, since programming some speciﬁc operations can
be easier in C. But we think that this transitional period, the coexistence of
bst and nbst, is important: if the C++ language has succeeded, it is probably
because this language allowed programmers to reuse C programs in a ﬁrst step,
before writing software according to a progressive approach, until reaching
wholly object-oriented programming.
We expect MlBibTEX’s Version 1.3 to be wholly ready next summer [15].
As future development, we plan to add namespaces [32] to MlBibTEX entries,
so that users can share their bibliographies more easily. We also plan to deﬁne
order relations to sort bibliographical entries according to languages. For a
particular language, the use of a nbst:sort element, close to the xsl:sort
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element in xslt 16 , is a ﬁrst step we have to improve, but we will also have
to take into consideration the case where several languages coexist within the
same bibliography.
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